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ATLANTA HAWKS ACQUIRE TIM HARDAWAY JR.  
Hawks also acquire two future second round picks;  

Draft Marcus Eriksson and Dimitrios Agravanis in the second round 
 

ATLANTA, GA — The Atlanta Hawks acquired guard Tim Hardaway Jr. from the New York Knicks in exchange 

for the draft rights to Notre Dame guard Jerian Grant, the 19
th

 pick in the 2015 NBA Draft. 

 

Earlier in the draft, Atlanta selected Kansas forward Kelly Oubre with the 15
th

 pick in the first round before 

dealing his draft rights to Washington for Grant’s draft rights and the Wizards’ second round selections in 

2016 and 2019. 

 

“(Tim) is a young two-guard who has shown the ability to make shots and be an effective player,” said Hawks 

Head Coach Mike Budenholzer.  “When we get him into our player development program, working with our 

coaches and around our players, we think he’s going to grow and prosper here.” 

 

A two-year veteran, Hardaway has career averages of 10.8 points, 1.8 rebounds and 1.3 assists in 23.5 minutes 

in 151 games (31 starts).  He was originally selected by the Knicks 24
th

 overall in the 2013 NBA Draft after 

playing collegiately at Michigan.  

 

In the second round, Atlanta took guard Marcus Eriksson with the 50
th

 pick and forward Dimitrios Agravanis 

with the 59
th

 selection.  

 

The 6’7 Eriksson has played four seasons in the Spanish ACB league with Barcelona and Manresa.  He played 

one game for Barcelona in 2014-15 and in 33 contests with Manresa in the previous season, when he 

averaged 11.2 points and 1.8 rebounds in 23.9 minutes. Eriksson was born on Dec. 5, 1993 in Sweden.  

 

Agravanis, a 6’10 forward from Greece, has played professionally for five years in his home country with 

Olympiacos, Panionios and Maroussi.  In 2014-15 with Olympiacos, he averaged 6.4 points and 3.1 rebounds in 

14.4 minutes.  Agravanis was born on Dec. 20, 1994 in Athens.  

 
With a bold identity and strong new ownership, the Atlanta Hawks Basketball Club and Philips Arena remain committed to making 

Atlantans proud on the court and off. The 2014-15 Southeast Division Champions, the Hawks have made the postseason in eight 

consecutive seasons and reached the Eastern Conference Finals for the first time in franchise history in 2015. Off the court, the 

organization has built a culture of inclusion, diversity and innovation, all with a touch of Southern Hospitality. It continues into the 

community where the organization builds bridges through basketball, whether by constructing and refurbishing courts in Atlanta 

neighborhoods, providing scholarships to our basketball camps, or surprising and delighting our fans with unique Atlanta Hawks 

experiences. Atlanta Hawks Membership, which includes your seat for every home game for the 2015-16 regular season games, is on 

sale now at www.hawks.com/membership or by calling 866-715-1500! For more information on the Hawks, log on to 

www.hawks.com today or follow us on twitter @ATLHawks. 
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